The paper presents a method to identify the plasma magnetic contour in fusion machines, when eddy currents are present in the conducting structures surrounding the plasma. The approach presented is based on the integration of an electromagnetic model of the plasma with a lumped parameters model of the conducting structures around the plasma. This approach has been validated against experimental data from RFX, a reversed field pinch machine.
Introduction
In machines for fusion research, an accurate and reliable identification tool is required for providing an estimate of the main magnetic and geometric plasma characteristics to control the plasma position and shape evolution during each phase of the pulse. MHD non-linear equilibrium codes, developed for tokamak [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and reversed field pinch (RFP) [8, 9] magnetic configurations, provide accurate results but require a large computational effort to simulate a full plasma discharge. Therefore they are often used for off-line analyses, even though some efficient numerical codes, based on simplifying hypotheses and optimized algorithms, allow real time plasma modelling on fast computers [10] . Moreover, alternative methods, based on simpler and faster numerical algorithms, have been developed to comply with the specific requirements of on-line plasma contour identification. In this case no plasma model is present and the electromagnetic behaviour of the plasma is represented in terms of a selected representation basis, such as filamentary currents [11] or magnetic multipoles [12] [13] [14] . Others adopt some techniques of data interpolation based on neural networks [15] or on function parametrization [16] . For many of the existing tokamaks, the currents induced in the passive axisymmetric conducting structures (e.g. vessel, shell, blanket) are negligible thanks to the field variations, which are slow with respect to the electromagnetic time constants of these structures. On the other hand, in most RFPs or in tokamaks under some particular operating conditions, these currents cannot be neglected, and suitable techniques must be developed to account for their effect. This paper presents a method for the identification of the plasma magnetic contour in fusion machines, in the presence of eddy currents. We will derive two approaches to integrate an electromagnetic model of the plasma effect with an equivalent electrical network of the passive structures surrounding the plasma.
The plasma is represented by a set of equivalent filament currents. This method was chosen among others [17] based on expansion of the flux function because, compared with expansion over toroidal harmonics (THs), it is more general in terms of representable plasma configurations and is less influenced by the number and position of the magnetic sensors than the local field expansion (LFE) method. Furthermore it combines a limited computational cost with good accuracy in the determination of the boundary.
A numerical code based on these approaches has been developed, and the plasma magnetic contour identification procedure has been validated against experimental data from the RFX machine [18] .
Then it has been applied to assessing the impact of the recent main modifications of the RFX machine (i.e. a new thin copper shell and a new set-up of magnetic probes) on identification of the plasma magnetic contour [19] . Since RFX is still under modification, experimental data are not yet available for the new configuration. Therefore, to provide a set of reference data, the two-dimensional FEM equilibrium code MAXFEA, recently adapted to analysing RFP magnetic configurations [9] , has been used. point (limiter configuration) or passing through a point of null magnetic field (X-point configuration), can be cast as an inverse problem where a set of equivalent sources has to be determined in order to approximate a given set of measurements as close as possible under the following hypothesis:
• axisymmetry of the induction fields;
• axisymmetry of the current densities;
• linearity of the media (no ferromagnetic materials);
• evolution of the plasma through a sequence of quasi-static equilibria.
The equivalent plasma representation
The magnetic field configuration external to the toroidal plasma current density can be described, in an equivalent way, with a set of axisymmetric discrete currents, like filamentary currents or massive coils with a triangular or quadrilateral cross-section, located inside the vacuum vessel with some predefined spatial distribution (see figure 1 ). These equivalent currents (ECs) can be viewed as a representation base used to approximate the plasma contribution to the magnetic configuration in the neighbourhood of the probe locations. The set of filaments only needs to reproduce the effect of the plasma, as measured by the magnetic sensors. By varying the currents in each of the filaments it is possible to correctly reproduce the flux variations given by a plasma displacement while keeping the filaments in a fixed position. Alternatively, it would be equivalent to representing the plasma by a set of fixed current filaments but changing their position in time. Of course there is no equivalent in terms of the equilibrium of the forces acting on the plasma because no physical plasma model is considered. The shape and the location of the representation base are degrees of freedom of the inverse identification problem, and they must be a priori assigned [20] [21] [22] . The amplitudes of the ECs are arranged in the array i p of dimension n p .
The measurements
Typically the input quantities (known terms) of the identification problem are a set of magnetic measurements from a number of poloidal flux probes (sensitive to the flux linked by an axisymmetric circular loop coaxial with the machine axis) and pick-up probes (sensitive to a component of the local induction field along a specified direction) distributed inside and outside the vacuum chamber. The magnetic measurements located outside the plasma are sufficient for estimating the flux map (and from it γ p ) in the region external to the plasma itself.
On the other hand, non-magnetic measurements (e.g. FIR polarimetry, which provides the line integrals of the magnetic flux density weighted by the plasma electron density), could also be profitably used to gain information on the plasma internal magnetic configuration [21, 23] .
Due to the linearity of the problem, the measurements, arranged in an array m of dimension n m , can be expressed as a linear combination of the effects of the active coil currents, i c , the plasma ECs, i p (as described in section 2.1), and the currents, i, in the passive conducting structures (as described in section 2.4):
where the elements of the matrices G, G c , G p are computed, according to the kind of probe, by means of a numerical integration (based on Gauss points) using the standard closed formulae for the magnetic vector potential and flux density produced by a unit axisymmetric current [24, p 35] . Furthermore the toroidal currents in the active coils are assumed to be known and arranged in an array i c of dimension n c .
The magneto-static case
When the currents, i, induced in passive axisymmetric conducting structures (e.g. vessel, shell, blanket) are null, (1) becomes
Choosing a tentative plasma EC base B, the identification problem can be cast as the following linear least squares problem, min
where the desired vector m p = m − G c i c represents the measurements vector m, from which the known effect of the external coil currents, i c , is subtracted and · 2 is the Euclidean norm. To guarantee a reliable solution of the problem (3) the number of measurements, n m , is chosen larger than the number of equivalent plasma currents, n p . The identification problem is usually ill-posed, its solution not being unique and being numerically unstable: there are infinitely many current distributions satisfying (3), each relative to the particular EC base B adopted. The numerical solution of (3) becomes ill-conditioned, and a regularization method has to be adopted in order to obtain a unique regular solution approximating the desired vector, m p [25] . The extent of the ill-conditioning is strongly dependent both from the probe locations (a crucial issue in the design of new machines) and from the arrangement selected for the EC base B: the better the base is arranged, the higher is the capability of representing a good solution.
Whereas on the one hand the elementary currents ought to be evenly distributed within the plasma chamber, maximizing in this way their average distance, in order to assure a good conditioning of the matrix G p , on the other hand they should be located only inside the plasma cross-section to ensure a reliable plasma representation, especially as far as boundary identification is concerned. Unfortunately, the first need appears to be in conflict with the second one. Moreover, the number of base currents should be large enough to allow a suitable number of eigenvalues to be larger than the precision available for the data; otherwise details of the plasma boundary may be lost in the reconstruction. These considerations apply both for filamentary and massive currents and represent a sort of 'rule of thumb' for the choice of base currents. Of course, when the measurements simulation requires an estimate of the magnetic field inside the plasma itself, the use of piecewise constant currents should be recommended for the smoother field they produce. Finally, more insight is gained only when statistical information about the typical data to be inverted is available, either in terms of noise properties or in terms of expected field map properties. Quantitative studies on the optimal base location can be found in [20, 21] . The development of a procedure that adaptively modifies a tentative initial base B 0 towards an optimal base B opt is described in [26] .
Electromagnetic model of passive conducting structures
In most RFP machines or under some particular operating conditions in tokamak machines, the currents, i, induced in passive axisymmetric conducting structures (e.g. vessel, shell, blanket) cannot be neglected and suitable techniques must be developed to account for their effect [27] . A possible approach consists in the discretization of these conducting structures in a number of axisymmetric coils of quadrilateral cross-section (e.g. vessel and shell in figure 1 ) with uniform current i k (t), grouped in the array, i, of dimension n. The presence in (1) of these further unknowns worsens the conditioning of the problem, and any additional information resulting from a priori knowledge about the system must be used to help regularize the problem. In particular, the magnetic coupling of these currents with the active coil currents, i c , and with the plasma ECs, i p , can be described by means of an equivalent electrical network with lumped parameters, as shown in figure 2 for toroidally closed conductors (e.g. vessel) and in figure 3 for open conductors (e.g. shell, total current i k = 0). A geometric representation of the toroidal elementary currents in the passive conducting structures is given in figure 4 as a top view.
The following set of equations can be written for passive conducting structures:
where u is the array of the voltages u k (of dimension n) at the leads P k , Q k of each coil (u k = 0 for toroidally closed structures); R is the diagonal matrix of the resistances, R kk , of each axisymmetric coil (of order n); and e is the array of the emf e k (of dimension n) acting on each axisymmetric coil. The array ϕ (of dimension n) of the poloidal fluxes, linked by each coil, can be written as 
e k+1 where M, M c and M p are the matrices of the mutual inductances between the passive conductors, between the passive conductors and the active coils and between the passive conductors and the plasma, respectively. Using the Faraday-Neumann Law, (4) becomes
When both toroidally open and closed conducting structures are present, it is useful to solve the set of differential equations (6) by introducing the array of loop currents, i * , defined as
where i * α are the n α loop currents of the coils representing the toroidally closed conducting structures (figure 2) and i * β are the n β loop currents of the toroidally open conducting structures ( figure 3 ). The representation adopted for the currents flowing in the non-toroidally continuous structures assumes a sharp poloidal closure of the saddle shaped currents in correspondence with the gaps location. This approximation is well verified in real experiment. Given this, the correspondence between the two sets of currents is equivalent to that between the mesh and branch currents in an electrical network. The array of the n branch currents, i, can then be derived from the loop currents, i * , as
where B is the following incidence matrix,
I is the identity matrix of order n α and B β is the incidence matrix between the n β loop currents and the (n β + 1) branch currents of the open structures ( figure 3 ).
In the case of shots without plasma (i p ≡ 0), the solution of (6) is straightforward and can be obtained in terms of i * by numerical integration of the following set of linear differential equations, di
from the given initial condition i * (0), where
With this approach the known terms are the time derivatives of the active coil currents, i c , usually not available from direct measurement.
As an alternative, we can introduce the array of poloidal fluxes associated with each loop current as
Substituting it in (6), the following set of linear differential equations can also be written, in terms of ϕ * ,
where
The solution of (12) can be obtained by numerical integration from the given initial condition, ϕ * (0). In this case the known terms are the active coils currents, i c , usually available from direct measurement with good accuracy. The passive coil currents, i * , can be easily obtained as
Integration of the plasma and passive structures equations
In the development of the method of identification of the plasma magnetic boundary, γ p , in the presence of eddy currents, a crucial issue is the integration of the set of differential equations (6) , representing the electromagnetic model of the passive conducting structures, with the set of algebraic equations (1) which link the known and unknown currents to the external magnetic measurements. Two possible approaches are described in the following. A key point of the two approaches is to avoid the use of the time derivatives of the experimental signals (active coil currents, magnetic measurements).
Approach A.
In the case of a shot with plasma, the solution of (6) can be obtained in terms of ϕ * (the poloidal flux linked by each coil) by numerical integration of the following set of linear differential equations,
is the Moore-Penrose [25] pseudo-inverse matrix of G and G * = GB T . The initial conditions, ϕ * (0), are affected by the known values at t = 0 of the active coils currents, i c , only, since the plasma ECs, i p , are zero and the currents, i, in the conducting structures can usually be neglected. The time evolution of the currents, i * , can be obtained from
Then the plasma ECs, i p , can be evaluated, at any time, from
Approach B.
Due to the linearity of the system, it is possible and useful to evaluate separately, one after the other, the currents induced into the passive conducting structures by the external currents (active coils currents, i c ) and by the internal plasma ECs, i p . To this aim, we will label with subscripts '0' and '1' the following arrays, i * , ϕ * and m. The subscript '0' refers to the effect produced by the external currents, while the subscript '1' refers to the effect of the plasma. Therefore the eddy currents, i * , in the conducting structures can be evaluated as the superposition of the two effects: Considering first the effect of the active coil currents, i c , with i p = 0, we get a set of differential equations to be solved in terms of the poloidal flux, ϕ * 0 , linked by each coil, which is coincident with (12) , derived in the case of shots without plasma. Then the passive coil currents, i * 0 , can be obtained from
Considering then the effect of the plasma currents, i p , with i c = 0, we get a set of differential equations to be solved in terms of the poloidal flux, ϕ * 1 , linked by each coil, which is coincident with (14) , but i c must be set to zero. Then the passive coil currents, i * 1 , can be obtained from
The plasma ECs, i p , can be evaluated, at any time, as
Experimental validation
A numerical code (DynIde), based on the integration between the algebraic equations (the measurements) and the differential equations (the passive structures model) described in section 2.5, has been developed and validated against experimental data from the RFX machine (see section 3.1). Then, DynIde has been used for assessing the impact of the recent main modifications of the RFX machine on identification of the plasma magnetic contour (see section 3.2). Finally, some numerical issues are described in section 3.3
RFX old load assembly
The poloidal magnetic system of RFX (figure 5) includes the field shaping (FS) coils, the magnetizing or ohmic heating (OH) coils and two axisymmetric conducting passive structures (the vacuum vessel and the stabilizing shell). The vacuum vessel is an Inconel double layered sandwich structure with time constants for the toroidal field and transverse field diffusion of 2.1 ms and 1 ms, respectively. The thick aluminium shell (400 ms time constant) provides passive stabilization against MHD modes and ensures plasma equilibrium throughout the plasma discharge, whose nominal duration can be up to 250 ms. The RFX geometry has been implemented in the code DynIde. The active coils (OH, FS) and the main passive structures (the aluminium shell and the vacuum vessel) have been modelled as perfectly axisymmetric structures (see figure 1) . To account for three-dimensional effects (e.g. diagnostic holes and pumping ports, the inhomogeneous double layered sandwich structure of the vessel, the poloidal paths of the shell currents), the shell and vessel electric resistivity has been increased with respect to the nominal values for aluminium (ρ = 0.0575 µ m) and Inconel 625 (ρ = 1.29 µ m), respectively. Moreover, an additional constraint has been imposed, forcing to zero the total toroidal current in the shell, in order to account for its poloidal cuts.
Only a set of magnetic measurements (pick-up coils, flux loops) have been considered, but non-magnetic measurements available in the RFX machine (e.g. FIR polarimetry) could also be used to gain information on the plasma internal magnetic configuration. In the code DynIde the following electromagnetic diagnostic system has been implemented:
• 12 active coil currents (eight FS and four magnetizing currents), • one Rogowski coil current (plasma + vessel current), • one array of flux-loop probes (eight axisymmetric loops located on the inner surface of the thick shell), • one array of pick-up probes (16 positions located on the inner surface of the thick shell) sensitive to the poloidal flux density.
Shots without plasma.
In the numerical simulations of shots without plasma, the known terms are the 12 active coil currents, i c . The Rogowski coil current is not used as a constraint in solution of the inverse problem but is used to check the total vessel current evaluated by the code DynIde. The currents, i, induced into the passive structures are calculated by numerical integration of (12), as described in section 2.4. Then the signal corresponding to the experimental magnetic measurements (flux-loop and pick-up probes) can be calculated and compared with the reference values. In order to assess the accuracy of the electromagnetic model of the passive structures implemented in the code DynIde, a vacuum shot has been simulated, taking the same waveforms of the active coil currents as experimental shot 14209, which is designed to apply a vertical field step of about 60 mT. Two subsequent variations (at the beginning of the pulse and 0.5 s later) were imposed on the magnetizing winding currents. A quite long acquisition time (2.5 s) was chosen to allow the shell eddy currents to vanish and to achieve a sufficiently long steady state.
A good agreement can be noticed between experimental measures (dash-dot line EXP) and simulated signals (solid line DynIde) for shot 14209, as regards flux-loop probe VMVL05, pick-up probe VBP207 and the total vessel current measured by the Rogowski coil (see figure 6 ).
Plasma shots.
In the numerical simulations of plasma shots the known terms are the 12 active coil currents, i c , and a set of experimental measures from pick-up and flux-loop probes. Also in this case, the Rogowski coil current is not used as a constraint in the solution of the inverse problem but is used to check the sum of the vessel and plasma currents evaluated by the code DynIde.
As pointed out in section 2.5, the integration between algebraic equations (measurements) and differential equations (passive structures model) is a crucial issue of the plasma magnetic contour identification.
In the case of the RFX old load assembly, all the magnetic probes (pick-up and flux-loops) are located outside the vessel chamber, on the inner surface of the thick shell. This worsens the conditioning of the problem, and any additional information resulting from a priori knowledge about the magnetic system has to be used to help regularize the problem. Therefore, the currents, i, induced in the passive structures (vessel, shell) have been calculated in two different ways.
The currents of the axisymmetric vessel elements, i v , have been calculated as
where u ϕ is an array of voltages derived from the toroidal loop voltages measured by the eight axisymmetric flux-loop probes. In this way, the currents i v can be easily included among the known terms of the problem, with a light approximation and an overall improvement in the inverse problem conditioning. The unknown currents, i s , induced in the shell elements, have been derived following approach B described in section 2.5, calculating one after the other the shell responses to the known currents (i c , i v ) and to the plasma EC, i p . Then, the unknown plasma ECs, i p , can be derived from (20) . A plasma EC base, made of eight massive coils with quadrilateral crosssection, is used. The coils have been evenly distributed on a circle of radius a = 20 cm, centred in the vessel.
Eventually, from the knowledge of all the currents (active coils currents, i c , passive structure currents, i v and i s , and plasma current, i p ), the flux density map can be drawn and the plasma magnetic boundary, γ p , calculated.
In the following the results of the code DynIde are presented, for two RFX shots with plasma.
In the identification procedure the largest set of available experimental measurements should be adopted. However, in the validation tests only a subset of the experimental measurements have been used as known terms, for comparing the reconstructed signals with the experimental ones for the leftover measurements.
Since RFX discharges are characterized by the presence of a localized helical deformation which frequently locks to the first wall [28] , the best approximation of axisymmetry is achieved when the deformation is dragged along the vessel by modulating the currents in the toroidal winding sectors. Among the RFX discharges, shot 12350 has been chosen as a reference case for uniform rotation of the deformation throughout the pulse. The conductive shell, surrounding the vessel, has a time constant much longer than the plasma pulse and practically freezes the poloidal flux density produced by the FS coils for the whole duration of the plasma pulse. Therefore a bias vertical field for plasma equilibrium has to be produced in advance, well before the plasma discharge begins.
In figure 7 the reconstructed bias magnetic flux surfaces of shot 12350 are presented. The strength of the flux density, almost vertical, is below 8 mT in the whole vacuum chamber.
The DynIde reconstruction of the magnetic flux surfaces at the maximum of the plasma current is shown in figure 8. The identified plasma magnetic boundary, γ p , has been drawn with a thick line. Figure 9 presents a comparison between experimental measures and simulated signals for shot 12350. In the top row, reconstructed and measured traces are presented for a pick-up coil at a given poloidal angle. Two experimental signals (EXP1, EXP2), at the same poloidal angle but at different toroidal positions, have been used to show the axisymmetry of the plasma magnetic configuration. In the middle and bottom rows, respectively, flux-loop probe VMVL05 and plasma current traces are presented both for the signal calculated by the code DynIde and for the signal derived from experimental measures. The agreement is good in both cases. Moreover it must be remarked that the time evolution of the plasma current is not directly measured since the vessel current must be subtracted from the Rogowski coil current measurement with a proper assessment of the vessel toroidal resistance. DynIde has also been used for the analysis of a typical shot of the first x-point experimental campaign carried out in RFX [29] . A bias poloidal magnetic field (for the plasma equilibrium and for realization of the null point) has to be produced before the plasma discharge begins for diffusion through the thick aluminium shell surrounding the vessel. Due to an upper bound on the strength of this bias field, to allow plasma ionization, the formation of an x-point inside the vessel has been achieved only at the beginning and at the end of the discharge. At the peak current value, the plasma column shifted towards the outside of the vessel and also the null point moved across the first wall. The DynIde reconstruction of the magnetic flux surfaces at the maximum of the plasma current is shown in figure 10 . The identified plasma magnetic boundary, γ p , drawn with a thick line, is consistent with the electronic density measured along the chords (1A, 5A, 8A, see figure 5 ) of the CO 2 interferometer as shown in figure 11 . In particular the measurement of chord 1B (that is tangent to the last predicted closed magnetic surface) shows almost null density at the maximum of plasma current.
RFX new load assembly
A new load assembly [19] has now been designed featuring a thin copper shell, closely surrounding the vacuum vessel, and a set of 192 saddle coils (M = 4 is the number of coils in the poloidal direction and N = 48 in the toroidal direction) mounted inside grooves machined on the outer surface of a stainless steel supporting structure. In correspondence to each saddle coil a similarly shaped saddle probe will be mounted on the outer surface of the vacuum vessel, as close as possible to the plasma boundary, to provide signals for feedback and magnetic diagnostics purposes. Moreover, an integrated system of magnetic field pick-up probes, installed on both the vessel outer and inner surfaces, could provide further signals to drive the saddle coil power supply.
The thin copper shell provides the plasma equilibrium and limits the growth of fast instabilities on the short timescale by means of its induced currents. As these currents diffuse (time constant 50 ms), the plasma equilibrium is controlled by means of the FS winding and MHD modes are controlled by means of the 192 saddle coils.
Numerical results.
Since RFX is still under modification, experimental data are not yet available for the new load assembly. Therefore, the two-dimensional FEM equilibrium code MAXFEA, recently adapted to analyse RFP magnetic configurations [9] , has been used to provide a set of reference data for the identification procedure. In DynIde the following electromagnetic set-up has been implemented:
• 12 active coil currents (eight FS and four magnetizing currents), • one array of external pick-up probes (eight positions located between the vessel and the inner surface of the thick shell in a radial plane) sensitive to the poloidal flux density.
In the numerical simulations, the known terms are the 12 active coil currents, i c , and a set of virtual measures from the pick-up and flux loop probes, provided by the code MAXFEA with a time step t 0.1 ms.
Also in the case of the RFX new load assembly, some simplifications can be carried out in order to regularize the solution and to reduce the number of unknowns. First of all, the currents of the axisymmetric vessel elements, i v , can be easily calculated and included among the known terms of the problem, according to (21) , where u ϕ is an array of voltages derived from the toroidal loop voltages measured by the eight axisymmetric flux-loop probes located on the outer face of the vessel itself.
A plasma EC base, made of eight massive coils with quadrilateral cross-section, is used. The coils have been evenly distributed on a circle of radius a = 20 cm, centred in the vessel.
Furthermore, a representation of the currents, i p , of the plasma EC base in terms of spatial harmonics up to a fixed order n p can also be adopted to regularize the solution:
θ being the poloidal angle of each element of the plasma EC base. Some tests have been carried out with about 40 plasma coils and a low order of harmonics (n p = 3-4), achieving almost the same accuracy of the EC base made of eight coils. In principle, the axisymmetric passive structures (vessel, shell) could also be represented in terms of spatial harmonics [30] , but a smooth and fast solution of the differentialalgebraic inverse problem can be achieved without any harmonic reduction of the electromagnetic model of the passive structures, following approach B described in section 2.5. Figure 12 presents a comparison between reference (MAXFEA) and simulated (DynIde) signals for a benchmark shot. In the top row, the time behaviour of the total vessel current, I 1 v , calculated by means of (21), is compared with the total vessel current, I 2 v , calculated by DynIde according to the procedure described in section 2.5 (superposition of the reactions to the active coil and plasma currents, also reported in the same figure) . A very good agreement can be noted, except for the first part of the discharge, where a small deviation appears. In the middle row, the time behaviour of the plasma current reconstructed by DynIde is compared with the reference one. A good agreement can be noted, with only small deviations at the very beginning and at the end of the discharge. In the bottom row, the time behaviour of the plasma shift, defined as the deviation of the geometric centre of the separatrix from the plasma chamber centre, is presented as a comparison between reference and calculated values. In this case too a very good agreement is observed, which confirms the capability of the code to reconstruct a plasma horizontal shift of the order of 5-6% with respect to the minor radius a = 50 cm.
The magnetic flux surfaces reconstructed by DynIde during the plasma current ramp-up phase (t = 5 ms, I p 370 kA) and at the plasma current peak value (t = 25 ms, I p 750 kA) are reported in figures 13 and 14, respectively. The identified plasma magnetic boundary, γ p , is drawn with a thick line. Figure 15 presents the time behaviour of the reconstructed current densities of model elements (shell, vessel and plasma). To show the model can reproduce the eddy current distribution with fidelity, in figure 16 a comparison between the reference (MAXFEA) and reconstructed (DynIde) shell current density profiles is presented at plasma peak value. In the same figure, the two contributions to the shell current density profile, due to the coupling of the shell to active coils and vessel ('0') and plasma ('1'), respectively, are also shown separately.
Numerical issues
As for the numerical implementation of the algorithms, both the proposed approaches described in section 2.5, do not need iterations to converge to a solution and, therefore, have a deterministic behaviour. This makes them suitable for a real time implementation.
The operations needed to advance the solution in time are rather simple since the set of differential equations to be integrated are linear and, therefore, all the computation is reduced to a set of matrix per vector multiplications plus additions and subtractions. For the RFX geometry, considering a discretization of the passive structures in 60 elements (both for new and old load assemblies), 12 active coils, a set of 24 magnetic measurements and eight plasma ECs (current values or amplitudes of plasma current harmonics), it is possible to estimate the number of flops required by the algorithms to advance one time step. All matrices are calculated off-line, in advance.
Approach A implies numerical integration of the set of linear differential equations described by equation (14) 1. to evolve the flux solution in time; subsequently by using equation (15) it is possible to find the currents flowing in the passive structures while (16) gives the currents in the set of filaments representing the plasma contribution. Considering all the matrices as dense, this algorithms implies a total of 26 880 flops to advance one time step. In approach B, two sets of linear differential equations have to be integrated instead, described by equation (12) and part of equations (14) . The currents in the passive conductors are then found by combining equations (17)- (19) , while the currents in the plasma filaments are given by equation (20) . Figure 16 . New RFX reference shot: shell current density profile at plasma current peak value (t = 25 ms, I p 750 kA).
This method implies a computational cost in the range of 40 656 flops per time step.
In real time applications it is usually only required to know the distance of the boundary from a fixed set of points. Once the solution in terms of the complete set of currents is computed, this can be achieved by multiplying the solution by a green matrix, whose order depends on the number of points (either gaps or a set of points on the first wall).
Conclusions
A method for identification of the plasma contour from the magnetic measurements was developed. It also takes into account the effect of the eddy currents induced in the passive structures. The reconstruction accuracy has been tested by means of a benchmark campaign against existing experimental data from the RFX machine. In addition, for the new RFX configuration, since no experimental data are available yet, the benchmark was performed against the results of the two-dimensional simulation code MAXFEA. The accuracy observed is, in both cases, fairly good.
Given the limited computational cost of the algorithm, an optimized version for real time reconstruction of the plasma boundary is presently under development.
